Genitive stem of "gaster"
One classical word used commonly in zoological nomenclature, but with multiple genitive stems, is (transliterated: gastros and gasteros, respectively), but few discuss the differences in application and frequency between these two forms. One source that does discuss this is the expanded lexicon by Liddell et al. (1940) . They explain that
is used in lyric and epic poetry, possibly to produce euphony in vocal recitation. The genitive
(the syncopated form) was far more commonly used, and is considered the prose genitive. This interpretation was confirmed by Smyth (1920) . However, in some 19th century lexica,
was listed as the first genitive form without as much explanation (Donnegan 1831; Liddell & Scott 1843) . It was in later, especially 20th century, lexica that differences in usage between the two stems were more completely specified. This is possibly due to an assumption in older editions that most readers would be attempting to read poetry instead of prose. The order of these two stems in these dictionaries may explain why some 19th century biologists, such as Francis Walker, concluded that
was the correct genitive. Walker consistently constructed family names using the gaster-stem, even when the original spelling of a family group name used the gastr-stem instead (Walker 1873). In later years there was a growing awareness that there were two genitive stems for generic names ending in -gaster. This is illustrated by occasional discussions of the matter when choosing between alternative forms (Walker 1958; Bouchard et al. 2011) .
This issue received a community-wide discussion for hymenopteran names in the 1980's (Bouček 1986a (Bouček , 1986b Steyskal 1986; Graham 1987; Mason 1987) . The end result was that names such as Microgastrinae and Platygastridae tended to be spelled as recommended by Mason (1987) . Names within Pteromalidae (Chalcidoidea) have been treated more chaotically, with some preferring gaster-as the stem (e.g. Bouček 1986a (e.g. Bouček , 1986b Graham 1987) [thus arguing against following the 1985 edition of the code] and others using gastr-as the stem (e.g. Heydon 1997; Bouček & Heydon 1997 , Baur 2000 [these authors followed the recommendation in 3 rd edition of the ICZN published in 1985]. Different forms have been used by different authors ever since. It should also be noted that Graham (1969) did not consistently use original spellings despite his recommendation (1987), but instead consistently emended names to use the gaster-stem.
